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Abstract Our understanding of regional filling of the

lung and regional ventilation distribution is based on

studies using stepwise inhalation of radiolabelled tracer

gases, magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission

tomography. We aimed to investigate whether these dif-

ferences in ventilation distribution at different end-expi-

ratory levels (EELs) and tidal volumes (VTs) held also true

during tidal breathing. Electrical impedance tomography

(EIT) measurements were performed in ten healthy adults

in the right lateral position. Five different EELs with four

different VTs at each EEL were tested in random order,

resulting in 19 combinations. There were no measurements

for the combination of the highest EEL/highest VT. EEL

and VT were controlled by visual feedback based on air-

flow. The fraction of ventilation directed to different slices

of the lung (VENTRL1-VENTRL8) and the rate of the

regional filling of each slice versus the total lung were

analysed. With increasing EEL but normal tidal volume,

ventilation was preferentially distributed to the dependent

lung and the filling of the right and left lung was more

homogeneous. With increasing VT and maintained normal

EEL (FRC), ventilation was preferentially distributed to the

dependent lung and regional filling became more inho-

mogeneous (p \ 0.05). We could demonstrate that regional

and temporal ventilation distribution during tidal breathing

was highly influenced by EEL and VT.

Keywords Lung mechanics � Electrical impedance

tomography � Regional filling � Breathing pattern

Introduction

Over the last few decades, several studies have described

ventilation distribution (VD) of the healthy lung and have

found that gravity, size of the tidal volume, inspiratory flow

rate and end-expiratory level impact on regional VD and

specific ventilation (SV) (Fixley et al. 1978; Grant et al.

1974a, b; Kaneko et al. 1966; Milic-Emili et al. 1966; Rob-

ertson et al. 1969; Roussos et al. 1977; West 1966). VD and

SV can be measured using either multiple breath inert tracer

gas washout techniques with radiolabelled tracer gases

combined with imaging, or recently with PET, hyperpolar-

ized helium and oxygen-enhanced proton MRI (Emami et al.

2010; Musch et al. 2002; Robinson et al. 2009; Sa et al. 2010;

West 1966). Inert gas washout techniques can measure glo-

bal VD, but cannot differentiate between regional ventilation

differences (Robinson et al. 2009).

Imaging techniques can identify regional differences, but

have a low temporal resolution. Because of the slow sam-

pling rate, the impact of the respiratory pattern cannot be

directly assessed, but rather only estimated from stepwise

inspirations with breath-hold techniques or the measurement

of a single tidal breath (Grant et al. 1974b; Milic-Emili et al.
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1966). In this way, information on a dynamic process is

generated by interpolating sequences of static measures.

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) can measure

relative changes in end-expiratory level (EEL) and regional

differences in VD and does not interfere with the breathing

pattern (Dunlop et al. 2006; Frerichs 2000; Grant et al.

2009; Pham et al. 2010; Riedel et al. 2005, 2009; Rooney

et al. 2009). While EIT only measure EEL and VD of the

cross-sectional area where the electrodes are applied, it can

still be used to quantify the relative impact of different

breathing patterns on regional VD.

Our understanding of regional filling of the lung and

regional VD is based on the above-mentioned studies using

stepwise inhalation with radiolabelled tracer gases. In this

study, we investigated whether the same regional filling

characteristics and regional VD can be demonstrated dur-

ing tidal breathing in healthy adults. In order to maximize

the impact of gravity on VD, measurements were per-

formed in the lateral position.

Methods

Study design

The study was approved by the local ethics committee and

performed at the University Children’s Hospital Bern,

Switzerland, between October and November 2010. Elec-

trical impedance tomography (EIT) measurements were

performed in ten healthy, non-smoking adults (6 femalea)

aged 29–50 years, weight 53–93 kg in the right lateral body

position (left lung uppermost). In total, 19 different combi-

nations of end-expiratory level (EEL) and tidal volume (VT)

were tested in each participant in random order. EEL and VT

were controlled by the subject using visual feedback.

Investigated breathing patterns

Five EELs were investigated: increases and decreases of

0.5 and 1.0 normal VT from normal resting EEL (EEL -

D1VT, EEL - D0.5VT, EEL, EEL ? D0.5VT and EEL ?

D1VT). At each of these five different EELs, proportional

changes in VTs were assessed: 0.5VT, 1VT, 1.5VT, and 2VT.

There were no measurements for the combination of

EEL ? D1VT with 2VT, as it was not possible for most of

the individuals to achieve this breathing pattern. Hence,

there were in total 19 breathing combinations that were

performed in a random order for each subject investigated.

Data acquisition and bio-feedback

EIT measurements were performed using the Goettingen

EIT GoeMFII (CareFusion, The Netherlands) with a frame

rate of 13 Hz and a 30 s recording time in combination

with Ambu� Blue Sensor T self-adhesive electrodes

(Synmedic, Switzerland) equally distributed around the

chest at the xyphoid level. To allow the investigated sub-

ject to maintain a changed EEL and different sizes of VT,

the EEL and volume trace, recorded with a ultrasonic flow

meter (Spiroson Scientific, Ecomedics, Switzerland), were

visualized on the screen of a laptop computer with the

software provided by the manufacturer (Spiroware� 2.0).

A low resistance bacterial filter (Hygrovent S, Medisize,

The Netherlands) was placed between the subject and the

flow head resulting in a technical dead space of 8.5 ml. A

nose clip was used throughout the measurements. For each

measurement, the subject was breathing initially at normal

EEL with normal VT. After a stable period, the subject was

instructed to change the EEL to the required level and

adapt the VT. Once the required EEL and VT was achieved,

an EIT measurement of 30 s was recorded. VT at the

mouth, measured with an ultrasonic flow meter, was

recorded for each breathing pattern combination. Mean VT

over 30 s was used for further analysis. The change in EEL

measured with EIT was expressed in normalized VT units,

i.e., a change in EEL by 1 was equivalent to a change by a

mean normal VT at normal EEL. This method allowed a

comparison of the change in EEL measured by the flow

meter and EIT.

Data analysis

EIT scans were generated using weighted back-projection

with software provided by the manufacturer in a 32 9 32

pixel matrix. The EIT signal was low-pass filtered below

the cardiac frequency and a cutoff mask of 20 % of the

maximum standard deviation was used (Dunlop et al. 2006;

Pulletz et al. 2006). The values were averaged over a cross-

sectional EIT slice, whereby the exact thickness of this

slice could not be precisely determined. In an adult, it is

estimated to be approximately 7–10 cm (Costa et al.

2009).The fraction of ventilation distributed into eight

different slices of the lung (VENTRL1–8, with VENTRL1

being the most dependent and VENTRL8 being the most

non-dependent slice) (Fig. 1), end-expiratory level (EEL)

and regional filling characteristics of each slice were cal-

culated as previously described using custom software

programmed in Matlab 7.1 (The Mathworks Inc., Nattick,

MA, USA) (Riedel et al. 2005). The fraction of the venti-

lation distributed into the different slices, VENTRL1–8, was

calculated by dividing the EIT image into eight slices from

right to left, and calculating the proportion of each slice

contributing to the total impedance change. For the cal-

culation of the regional filling characteristics, the imped-

ance change of each slice was plotted against the global

impedance change for each recorded breath. The resulting
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curve was fitted to the following equation using a Leven-

berg–Marquardt method:

I gð Þ ¼ a � gFI þ c

where I(g) is the impedance change of the respective slice,

g is the impedance change of the global signal, and the

filling index (FI) describes the shape of the curve(Grant

et al. 2009). If FI [ 1, the rate of volume change in the

respective slice is lower than the rest of the lung during the

initial phase of inspiration, but increases towards the end of

inspiration. In contrast, if FI \ 1, the rate of volume

change in the respective slice is greater during the initial

phase of the inspiration, but decreases towards the end of

inspiration.

Statistics

Data are presented with mean and 95 % confidence

intervals (CI). For differences in regional ventilation

distribution at different EELs and VTs, a Friedman test

with correction for multiple comparisons was used. A

p value \ 0.05 was considered to be significant. All sta-

tistics were performed using StatsDirect�, version 2.7.7

(StatsDirect Ltd., GB).

Results

VT measured with the flow meter during regular breathing

ranged between 420 and 720 ml, equivalent to 7–9 ml/kg

body weight. There was a difference between the target VT and

measured VT for most of the breathing combinations. Mea-

sured VT differed from target VT (0.5, 1.5 and 2 9 normal) by

-6 (-11 to -1) % at 2 9 normal VT to 8 (3–13) % at

0.5 9 normal VT. (Table 1) Effective EEL measured by EIT

was slightly lower at target EEL (visual feedback) below

normal FRC, and at target above normal FRC (Table 2).

Impact of change of EEL on VD during regular tidal

breathing (Fig. 2)

This analysis was only performed for slices RL2–RL7

because most of the subjects showed no ventilation in slices

RL1 and RL8, suggesting there was no lung in these areas.

In the right lateral position during regular breathing at the

lowest investigated EEL (EEL - D1VT), ventilation was

preferentially distributed to the left (independent) parts of

the lung (p \ 0.01). An increase in EEL by steps of D0.5VT

up to EEL ? D1VT continuously increased the proportion

of ventilation distributed to the right (dependent) parts of

the lungs. This change was statistically significant in all

slices from RL2 to RL7 (p \ 0.01 for all slices).
Fig. 1 Example of an EIT image at FRC ? 0.5 and normal VT

showing RL1–8

Table 1 Target VT calculated from spontaneous VT at normal FRC and VT achieved by visual feedback measured by ultrasonic flow meter

0.5VT (ml) 1.5VT (ml) 2VT (ml)

Target VT 265 (226–304) 797 (680–914) 1,060 (904–1214)

Target VT/kg 4 (3.8–4.2) 12 (11.5–12.5) 16 (15.3–16.7)

Achieved VT 285 (243–327) 790 (674–906) 1,002 (854–1,150)

Achieved VT/kg 4.3 (4.1–4.5) 11.9 (11.4–12.4) 15.0 (14.2–15.8)

Results are given as mean (95 %CI)

Table 2 Target EEL and achieved EEL measured by EIT (EELEIT)

EEL - D1VT EEL - D0.5VT EEL ? D0.5VT EEL ? DVT

EELEIT -0.76 (-0.67 to -0.85) -0.41 (-0.32 to -0.50) 0.48 (0.36–0.60) 0.94 (0.72–1.16)

Values are expressed as difference to normal FRC normalized to spontaneous VT at normal FRC. Results are given as mean (95 %CI)
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The regional filling characteristics during regular

breathing were also dependent on the EEL. The lower the

EEL, the slower was the filling of the right parts of the lung

during the initial phase of inspiration. With increasing

EEL, the temporal filling of both the left and right lung

became more even. This change was statistically significant

in slices RL2–4 and slice RL7 (p \ 0.01).

Impact of different sized VT on VD at normal EEL

(FRC) (Fig. 3)

Again, this analysis was only performed for slices RL2–

RL7 because most of the subjects showed no ventilation in

slices RL1 and RL8. Ventilation was evenly distributed

between the right (dependent) and left (independent) lung

at normal EEL with half of the normal tidal volume. With

increasing VT from 0.5 to 2 9 normal VT, the proportion of

ventilation increased significantly (p \ 0.01) in slices

RL2–RL4 and decreased significantly (p \ 0.01) in slices

RL5–RL7. Similarly, the filling characteristics showed a

trend towards increasing FI of the right lung with

increasing VT, which was only statistically significant for

slice RL2 (p \ 0.05) and significantly faster filling of all

the slices of the left lung (p \ 0.01 for slices RL5–7).

Impact of different sized VT in combination

with different EEL on VD (Fig. 4)

To simplify these complex results, only the proportion of

ventilation distributed to the right lung VENTright (combi-

nation of slices RL1–4) is shown. The greatest impact of the

size of VT on VD was demonstrated when EEL was below

normal FRC. With increasing EEL, the impact of the size of

VT was less obvious. Figure 4 demonstrates that both, EEL

and size of VT, determine ventilation distribution.

Discussion

We could demonstrate that regional and temporal ventila-

tion distribution during tidal breathing is highly dependent

on EEL and VT. The effects can be summarized as follows:

with increasing EEL but normal tidal breathing, ventilation

was preferentially distributed to the dependent lung and the

filling characteristics were more homogeneous. With

increasing VT and maintained normal EEL, ventilation was

preferentially distributed to the dependent lung and regio-

nal filling became more inhomogeneous. Our findings

during tidal breathing are in line with the results of

Fig. 2 Spatial (upper panel)
and temporal (lower panel)
ventilation distribution in

relation to EEL breathing at

normal VT. VENT proportion of

ventilation distributed to the

respective slice, FI filling index

for the respective slice in

relation to the total lung. For

clarity of the figure, no

significance levels are indicated
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previous studies using stepwise inflation manoeuvres

(Grant et al. 1974b; Kaneko et al. 1966; Milic-Emili et al.

1966).

Impact of change of EEL and VT on VD during regular

breathing

Milic-Emili and co-workers published a study evaluating

the influence of EEL and VT on the distribution of gas

within the lung. They used a gas-dilution technique with

Xe133 and stepwise inspirations of different tidal volumes

from different EELs, expressed as percentage of the total

lung capacity (TLC) or percentage of vital capacity (VC).

They found that static regional volumes were always

greater in the upper than lower lung zones. Further, it could

be shown that changes in regional volumes (ventilation)

were greater in the upper zones of the lung when EEL was

low (B20 % VC), and ventilation was greater in the lower

zones of the lung when EEL was high (Milic-Emili et al.

1966). These results could also be confirmed in different

body positions by the same group (Kaneko et al. 1966).

Our study demonstrated that these findings held also true

Fig. 3 Spatial (upper panel)
and temporal (lower panel)
ventilation distribution in

relation to VT breathing at

normal EEL. VENT proportion

of ventilation distributed to the

respective slice, FI filling index

for respective slice in relation to

the total lung. For clarity of the

figure, no significance levels are

indicated

Fig. 4 Spatial ventilation

distribution in relation to

different combinations of VT

and EEL. VENTright: proportion

of ventilation distributed to the

right (dependent) parts of the

lung. For clarity of the figure, no

significance levels are indicated
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during tidal breathing with the non-dependent lung being

preferentially ventilated when EEL was low and the

dependent lung better ventilated at high EEL (Fig. 2).

Using the Xe133 inhalation imaging technique, the rate of

regional volume change in the apical lung was greater than

the volume change of the global lung during the initial

phase of inspiration, but was curvilinear once the apical

lung volume was [20 % of the regional vital capacity

(VCr). The rate of volume change in the lower lung during

the initial phase of inspiration was smaller than the volume

change of the global lung, but was again curvilinear once

the lower lung volume was [20 % of the regional VCr

(Kaneko et al. 1966; Milic-Emili et al. 1966). Our mea-

surements using EIT are in agreement with these gravity-

dependent differences in regional VD and demonstrated

that the regional expansion was not uniform, with the

dependent lung (the right lung in our experiment)

expanding with a lower rate than the non-dependent lung

during the initial phase of inspiration, but with a higher rate

towards the end of inspiration even during tidal breathing.

In contrast to the Xe133 inhalation imaging technique, EIT

allows a continuous measurement of the filling character-

istics of the lung during tidal breathing (Grant et al. 2009).

This advantage of the EIT measurement technique has

already been used in clinical studies investigating lung

recruitment in ventilated patients (Tingay et al. 2010;

Wrigge et al. 2008).

As mentioned earlier, ventilation is preferentially dis-

tributed to the upper lung zones only at EEL close to the

residual volume (RV). Additionally, we could show that

this holds only true with small to normal VT and the effect

can be overcome by increasing VT (Fig. 4). The most likely

explanation for this fact was that EEL decreased below the

closing volume of the dependent parts of the lung. By

increasing VT, we could achieve tidal recruitment of the

right lung and therefore a more even spatial distribution as

shown with 1.5VT and 2VT. The effect of increasing tidal

volume on spatial distribution diminishes with increasing

EEL and gets lost at the highest EEL (EEL ? D1VT). This

can be explained by an increasing over-inflation of the right

lung leading to more homogenous temporal filling as

shown in Fig. 2.

In addition to the results of Milic-Emili at al. and

Kaneko et al., we found a curvilinear relationship between

the change in regional and total lung volume up to an EEL

of normal FRC with normal and high VT and even above

normal FRC with high VT, highlighting the effect of tidal

volume. The FI [ 1 of slices RL2–4 indicates slow early

filling of the right (dependent) lung. These results are

supported by another study where sequential portions of the

inspired gas were labelled with Xe133. During normal tidal

breathing, the gas in the trachea and upper airways (early)

was distributed preferentially to the upper zones of the

lungs on inspiration, whereas the gas from the mouth and

from added dead space (late) was preferentially distributed

to the lower zones of the lung (Grant et al. 1974b).

Because of the nature of EIT (cross-sectional image of

the chest), our experiments were all performed in the right

lateral position, unlike most of the studies using Xe133-

labelled gas which were performed in an upright position;

but gravity-dependent ventilation distribution seemed to be

similar in both upright and right lateral positions (Rehder

et al. 1977). Nevertheless, we cannot rule out that the

different findings compared to the work of Milic-Emili

could be caused by different body positions. EIT has been

used to determine ventilation distribution in different body

positions in several studies showing distinct differences

between preterm and term babies and between young and

elderly adults (Frerichs et al. 1996, 2001, 2004; Pham et al.

2010; Riedel et al. 2005, 2009 Schibler et al. 2009). In

young healthy adults with passive elevation of EEL under

continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), we found

similar results compared to the present study with active

elevation of EEL where spatial distribution towards the

upper lung zones is increased (Riedel et al. 2005). These

similarities between active and passive elevation of EEL

suggest that the change in spatial ventilation distribution

with higher EEL is not caused by differences in muscle

activity, but the increase of EEL itself.

In the present study, we did not examine the influence of

different flow rates on ventilation distribution. Grant et al.

(1974b) showed inspiratory flow dependency mainly of the

first portions of VT, whereas the last portions showed

similar behaviour at all tested flow rates. In a group of four

young healthy adults performing vital capacity manoeuvres

at different flow rates (0.3–1.3 l/s), we could demonstrate

more even temporal ventilation distribution only with the

highest inspiratory flow of 1.3 l/s, whereas spatial distri-

bution showed a continuous shift towards more homoge-

neous distribution with increasing flow rates (unpublished

data). Based on these results, the effect of inspiratory flow

rates during tidal breathing at different EEL and VT should

be negligible.

To our knowledge, this is the first study investigating the

influence of EEL and VT on ventilation distribution during

spontaneous tidal breathing in adults. We could achieve

distinct and reproducible breathing patterns with respect to

EEL and VT by simple visual biofeedback. Nevertheless,

the study has some limitations. First, all measurements

were performed in the right lateral position. We decided to

do so because gravitational effects on ventilation distribu-

tion seem to be greatest in this position and because EIT,

by its nature of measurements, is unable to detect differ-

ences in ventilation in a sagittal or frontal plane. Despite

this, we could show similar results compared to the studies

performed in an upright position, showing that changes
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along the gravitational axis are consistent in upright and

right lateral positions. Systems allowing simultaneous

measurements of different planes might be able to over-

come this problem in the future. Second, EIT analysis is

not linked to any fixed anatomical point, leading to the fact

that different parts of the lung will be analysed with dif-

ferent EEL and VT. By averaging data over the whole

thickness of the analysed cross-sectional slices (several

centimetres), the impact of this potential downside should

be minimal and might even improve the robustness of our

results by increasing the accuracy of differences found in

the gravity axis. Future development of better EIT systems

might increase resolution and allow a refined analysis.

Additionally, despite using multiple slices of the lung,

spatial resolution is still low compared to other techniques,

such as computer tomography, MRI or PET (Costa et al.

2009). We analysed more different regions than most of the

studies investigating ventilation distribution in the past

(Grant et al. 2009; Hahn et al. 1995; Heinrich et al. 2006;

Pham et al. 2010; Riedel et al. 2005, 2009; Schibler et al.

2009). The volume/voxel and therefore the thickness of a

slice RL1–RL8 is dependent on the chest diameter and

cannot be expressed in ml and cm, respectively. This

potential limitation of EIT might even be an advantage in

our study because comparison of different sized adults can

easily be performed.

In conclusion, electrical impedance tomography is able

to characterize the influence of end-expiratory level and

tidal volume on spatial and temporal ventilation distribu-

tion during spontaneous tidal breathing.
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